Ramiro Piñol
Full Stack Developer

Specialized in MERN stack. Curious and fast-learner, always aiming at quality.

ramiropinoldev@gmail.com

+54344715438161

www.ramiropinol.com

www.linkedin.com/in/ramiro-pinol

SKILLS
Javascript (ES6)

React

jQuery

Browserify

Gulp

Redux

Node

Python

MongoDB

Express

Webpack

HTML5

CSS3

Bootstrap

Git

Machine Learning

PROJECTS
Recipe Box (06/2017)

App intended to be used as a recipe notebook where you can save and edit ingredients and instructions for the recipes you like the most. Take advantage of
browser LocalStorage to persist user's data for future reference. Coded using React, Bootstrap and Toastr to display notiﬁcations or errors.

Hacker News Client (05/2017)

Web application for searching any topic on Hacker News board and sorting the results for better viewing. Make use of Hacker News API to show query
results with related post information. Implemented ES6 features like Classes, spread operators, arrow functions, template literals, Fetch API, among others.
Made with React, transpiled to ES5 with Babel and tested using Jest and Enzyme.

Chingu Cohorts (09/2016 – Present)

Chingu Cohorts are a community-powered online coding bootcamp generator. I have been actively participating since its foundation.
I've been part of past and on-going open source and Chingu-related projects.
Participate on pair-programming and code review sessions.
Help other members to solve bugs and problems or level-up their knowledge.

WORK EXPERIENCE
IT Consultant / Developer
Self- Employed

03/2016 – 03/2017

Argentina

Help local companies and businesses acquire and implement modern technologies, both hardware and software, in order to keep up to
date.
Explain modern methods and tools to business allowing them to improve their productivity and workﬂow.
Develop apps and tools to fulﬁll companies needs or replace old implementations.

Professional Poker Player
Online

04/2010 – 12/2015

During my poker career I incorporated valuable skills like self-discipline and self-determination that allowed me to maintain learning and
self-improvement habits on a daily basis.
Worked everyday using math tools such as statistics, probability and game theory in addition to the use of SQL databases (PostgreSQL).

EDUCATION
Full Stack Web Development
freeCodeCamp

05/2016 – Present

LANGUAGES
Spanish

Native or Bilingual Proﬁciency

English

Full Professional Proﬁciency

